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ABSTRACT

The Ministry of Education, Culture, Research, and Technology of the Republic of Indonesia (Ministry of education and culture—Research and Technology) issued a Permendikbud No. 30 the Year 2021 on the Prevention and Handling of Sexual Violence (PPKS) in the College Environment. The policy raises pros-cons that are caused by the presence of the controversy the purpose and contents of the Culture of the. This study analyzes the perspectives of people through social media in response to the discharge of Permendikbud 30 of these. Descriptive qualitative methods as well as using secondary data collected through the social media Twitter. The direction of the study is based on Social Network Analysis (SNA) is a map of pro-contra to Permendikbud 30 about sexual violence that is obtained through the Drone Emprit Publications. The scope of the study discusses 1). The trend and the Volume of Pro - Counter Culture 30, 2). SNA Permendikbud 30 (Cluster Pro and Cluster Counter), 3) SNA “Bridge” Permendikbud 30, 4). Clique/The Huddle, 5). Hashtag Pros and Cons Permendikbud 30, 6). Top Influencers: Pro - Cons Permendikbud 30, 7). The analysis of the emotions of cluster Pro - Cons. The results of the analysis show that the issuance of Permendikbud 30 raises pro-cons and war the hashtags that are dominated by the group pro. Thus, this study based on the analysis of the data shows that the enthusiasm of the community in social movements in the form of a response to government policy is very high either a stronghold of the pro or the stronghold of the counter.
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INTRODUCTION

The phenomenon of acts of sexual violence at the university level has been revealed to the public in recent years (Marfu’ah, U., Rofi’ah, S., & Maksun, 2021). The frequency of all these cases does not represent the dominance of acts of sexual violence in all universities such as the iceberg phenomenon where only a few are revealed from hidden cases (Karami et al., 2020). The intensity of sexual violence, although it fluctuates from year to year, remains a concern for the community and forms a negative perception of the reality of the education system in Indonesia. The majority of sexual violence acts are still covered up because survivors are reluctant to report sexual violence with the main factor being the power relationship between students and lecturers so that it is rarely disclosed to the public (Beres et al., 2019).

Komnas Perempuan revealed several facts on reports of acts of sexual violence in universities released in 2020 as follows:
The data illustrates that the highest level of sexual violence in education occurred in 2019 with 15 reports. In 2020, 10 cases of violent acts were revealed. This means that every year, even though it fluctuates, cases of acts of sexual violence still occur while there are still many cases that occur but have not been reported and revealed to the public. Several previous cases occurred, such as at Diponegoro University (UNDIP) Semarang (Adam, 2019), North Sumatra University (USU) Medan (Aulia Adam, 2019), UIN Sunan Gunung Djati (UIN SGD) Bandung (Wijaya, 2019), UIN Sunan Malik Ibrahim (UIN Maliki) Malang (Zuhra, 2019), Airlangga University (UNAIR) Surabaya (Achmad Faizal, 2020), Sunan Kalijaga UIN (UIN Suka) Yogyakarta (fudhul, 2020), Indonesian Islamic University (UII) Yogyakarta (Amindoni, 2020), and most recently the University of Riau (Dhafintya Noorca, 2021). These are some examples of cases of sexual violence that have occurred in the past few years.

The various cases of violent acts prompted the Ministry of Education, Culture, Research, and Technology of the Republic of Indonesia (Kemendikbud-Ristek) to take the initiative to issue Permendikbud No. 30 of 2021 concerning the Prevention and Handling of Sexual Violence (PPKS) in Higher Education. However, the issuance of this regulation raises pros and cons in the community (Bramasta, 2021). Several groups support the existence of this regulation and some groups feel reluctant and tend to refuse because they are considered to legalize free sex by providing opportunities for adulterous behavior (Affifah, 2021). The discourses raised were varied and the most massive was through social media. Social media is a means to shape public perception because it takes into account the recognition of the information literate Indonesian people. One of the social media used in building the intended discourse is through the platform Twitter (Oxford Analytica, 2020).

Social media is felt to play a role in public deliberation (Ceron, A., & Memoli, 2016). So, it is considered as the embodiment of a real democratic space because anyone can use the same opportunities and opportunities (Best & Meng, 2015). The issues discussed in social media can
open up space for political involvement and are carried out communicatively and egalitarian (Justwan, F., Baumgaertner, B., Carlisle, JE, Clark, AK, & Clark, 2018). In addition, in responding to public policies issued by the government, the role of social media can be a means to criticize it (Chrona & Bee, 2017) such as the pros and cons of discourse and narratives built on the issuance of the Minister of Education and Culture 30. The power of influence of the use of social media Twitter in discussing public issues (Adinugroho et al., 2017) can simultaneously increase political engagement in the public sphere (Mutsvairo & Wasserman, 2016).

Responses on social media Twitter since the issuance of Permendikbud 30 have embodied Twitter as a reference to find out the extent of public sentiment on an issue, both in the form of criticism and suggestions (Hasfi et al., 2017). The discussion on social media Twitter regarding the issuance of Permendikbud 30 began on November 6, 2021, and significantly the trend of conversation netizen began to rise since November 10, 2021. The mapping was obtained based on the public response described by Drone Emprit Publications and will be analyzed further using the method Social Network Analysis (SNA) to see the polarization effect formed through the two main clusters between the pro and con clusters. The discussion on Permendikbud 30 was not specifically reviewed in previous research because it is a new issue. While previous research related to acts of sexual violence in universities and within the scope of educational institutions has been discussed by several previous studies. Among other things, research was conducted at the State Islamic University Walisongo Semarang. The study to answer the void of government regulations relating to action sexual assault that had occurred in the college. So the research emphasizes the need for serious policies and regulations from each university. The method taken from this research is through document study, Focus Group Discussion (FGD), and in-depth interviews (Marfu’ah, U., Rofi’ah, S., & Maksun, 2021).

Another study examines the level of student understanding of acts of sexual violence on campus. The focus of this research is to see the extent to which students understand the forms of sexual violence. Based on the survey that has been conducted, it was found that students know the forms of sexual violence but do not know what institutions or handling systems are concerned with acts of sexual violence (Khafsoh & Suhairi, 2021). So that the level of concern for cases of sexual violence in the vicinity will be difficult to follow up due to a lack of understanding in following up on this matter. Research from Noer (2019) places more emphasis on increasing socialization in educational institutions to anticipate acts of sexual violence that focuses on the implementation of socialization so that more emphasis is placed on the collaboration of the Integrated Service Center for the Empowerment of Women and Children (P2TP2A) and the Depok City Education Office.

Socialization is needed to increase student’s knowledge regarding the prevention of acts of sexual violence that can occur at any time. Meanwhile, Masse and Muhammad (2019) investigated the practice of violence in high school educational institutions. The study found that violent practices that occurred in high school included acts of sexual violence with various causes. The lack of understanding of what actions can be categorized as acts of sexual violence if not taken seriously and prevented will become a habit. So, it is necessary to take preventive measures in the form of massive socialization in educational institutions.

Research from Zamzuardi (2019) conducted research using analysis based on Sara Mill’s theory. This research reveals that acts of sexual violence are currently transformed into criminal acts that are packaged in a more intellectual and well-executed manner. So that it has the potential
to suppress gender and affect the low level of discourse about the position of women in the public sphere in the perspective of reporting in online media through how women are displayed by certain narratives that tend to corner. According to Ishak (2020) in his research, he examines sexual harassment in educational institutions from a policy perspective. Research records confirm that in educational institutions the opportunities for sexual harassment to occur are very large due to the high level of victimization. This victimization occurs as a result of hoarding on victims, especially the chances of female students as objects are very high. The study used interviews and surveys conducted on groups of female students with different standard indicators. Another study that focused on preventing acts of violence and sexual harassment was conducted on students in secondary schools through the cross-section method on 67 female adolescent respondents. It was found that there is a need for a massive level of socialization for students because to prevent sexual harassment and violence, it must be further improved on the understanding side because it requires more comprehensive action (Endrian MJ, Dewi Adawiya, 2019).

Rusyidi et al (2019) conducted a study to determine the knowledge and experiences of students related to acts of sexual harassment and acts of sexual violence. This study took 133 students with an average age of 19.6 years. The collected data were then analyzed using the method multivariate analysis. The study found that the average respondent who was used as the object of the study had experienced acts of sexual violence or sexual harassment. So, there is a need for a new method to increase student knowledge regarding forms of acts of violence and sexual harassment to be able to take precautions early on and reduce the risk of subsequent actions. Understanding of these forms of action can be caused by age, gender, and other understandings.

Based on previous research, the tendency of previous studies to only look at cases of sexual violence or sexual harassment in terms of prevention and socialization. Whereas in educational institutions there are so many cases that occur and are only made into the news in the media without a more thorough study. So that this study specifically discusses Permendikbud 30, this study will discuss different things, namely regarding acts of sexual violence seen from the regulations issued by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Research, and Technology of the Republic of Indonesia (Kemendikbud-Ristek) based on Social Network Analysis (SNA) obtained from Drone Emprit Publications. This regulation was issued considering the frequent occurrence of acts of sexual violence in educational institutions, especially universities and in educational institutions, both public and private.

However, some controversies and pros and cons are reviewed based on public opinion through Twitter-based Social Network Analysis (SNA) with the keywords Permendikbud Ristek, Permendikbud, sexual violence. The scope of the study and analysis will discuss 1). Trends and Volumes Pros and Cons of Permendikbud 30, 2), SNA Permendikbud 30 (Pro Cluster and Contra Cluster), 3) SNA “Bridge” Permendikbud 30, 4). Clique/ huddle, 5). Pros and Cons of Permendikbud 30, 6). Top Influencers: Pros and Cons of Permendikbud 30, 7). Emotional analysis of the Pros and Cons clusters. These descriptions will illustrate that the tendency of netizens on social media to Twitter dominates in certain policy directions.
METHOD

This study uses a qualitative descriptive method and processes data from secondary sources obtained through Twitter. The use of social media as a public forum has become a new field of study by applying qualitative and quantitative methods (Freelon, D., McIlwain, C., & Clark, 2018). The focus of this study uses Social Network Analysis (SNA) related to the map of the pros and cons of Permendikbud 30 regarding acts of sexual violence in universities obtained from Drone Emprit Publications. Drone Emprit Publications is a website from the Islamic University of Indonesia that displays data from the dominant issues discussed by the public. This analysis is also strengthened through reporting in media online such as news so that it can be harmonized in the processed data to increase the point of view and sharpen the analysis.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Trends and Volumes Pros and Cons of Permendikbud 30

The use of social media Twitter as a means to access any matter encourages users to as much as possible know what topics or issues are trending, viral, at a certain time (Kaya, 2017). This opportunity is used as a new model to build a public narrative with certain issues so that it affects the public’s perspective in assessing a thing (Murthy, 2018). The flow of social movements and various other actions was initiated by the massive use of social media as a public networking site with a dichotomy of perceptions of circulating issues so that it was initiated as a platform to spread issues or trends (Isa & Himelboim, 2018). One type of issue that has become a public trend is related to the Minister of Education and Culture No. 30 of 2021 concerning the Prevention and Handling of Sexual Violence (PPKS) in Higher Education. This issue has become a public discussion because there is a perception dichotomy in responding to this policy. There is a dominant trend polarization during the week following available data which describes the level of public conversation through social media Twitter a very high. The following data will visualize the existing reality related to this Permendikbud 30.
The data illustrates that a significant increase related to the issue of the issuance of Permendikbud 30 occurred on November 10, 2021, even though the issue began to form a trend from November 6, 2021. The very significant increase was related to such a public response, massive especially accompanied by news on online media, television, and various other public information platforms. The number of pro and contra interactions with the issuance of Permendikbud 30 can be seen through mentions on Twitter of 49,410 tweets using the keywords Permendikbud, Research and Technology, Permendikbud, and Sexual Violence. Public response is increasingly formed and becomes a very significant trend due to the number of online news circulating as many as 8,651 articles. If we accumulate trends and narratives regarding the response to the issuance of Permendikbud 30, it reaches 58,061 in a short period of around one week.

The use of keywords to map the existing polarization has become a very important method in the use of social media, especially Twitter (Liao, W., Bazarova, NN, Yuan, YC, and McLeod, 2021). This opinion is by what is explained by Fuchs (2017) that is taking advantage of trends or public issues that are currently popular, to reach public arguments built on social media, the use of keywords is an absolute must. The impact is that every activity on social media can be mapped properly and more optimally to support the quality of searches based on certain objects of study. The keywords Permendikbud Research and Technology, Permendikbud, and Sexual Violence, show that the public response related to the narrative of Permendikbud 30 gets a lot of information in connection with activities on social media Twitter. It is noted that the existence of public activities that are so conditioned through trending activities as well as additional information that is strengthened through news in online media in the form of news increasingly illustrates how high public euphoria in responding to current government policies is through certain narratives.

**Social Network Analysis (SNA) Permendikbud 30**

Community involvement in social media based on its influence as a tool to mobilize narratives and discourses has become an urgent matter, let alone correlated with public policy (Analytica, 2019). The issue of the issuance of Permendikbud 30 has attracted public concentration through narratives. The narratives and discourses that have been built have caused unrest in the community for a long time. Various causes of sexual violence in universities that have been revealed in the previous period have only been completed without continuing legal certainty. Acts of sexual violence that occur in universities open up a dominant public conversation space through social media Twitter so that the birth of the pros and cons has become a form of public contribution to the response to the issue. Various arguments and narratives are built as well as a process of forming political identity so that the public forms certain polarizations in response to existing policies (Oxford Analytica, 2021). Raynauld et al (2018) added that public activism on social media is an arena for arguing, exchanging ideas and ideas. So, that it can form a society that is aware of public policies and other issues (Oxford Analytica, 2018).
Figure 3 (Source: Drone Emprit Publication, 2021)

The processed data based on the Social Network Analysis (SNA) on Permendikbud 30 displays a dichotomy of responses or arguments, including pro clusters and contra clusters. The pro-Permendikbud 30 cluster is a group that supports the regulations issued by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Research and Technology of the Republic of Indonesia (Kemendikbud-Ristek) regarding the Prevention and Handling of Sexual Violence (PPKS) in Higher Education, while the counter-Cluster Permendikbud 30 is a group who objected to the issuance of the regulation. Each cluster, both pro, and contract, has its arguments that allow such massive polarization to be formed in response to this regulatory issue. Image visualization based on existing data shows that the pro cluster has the largest size compared to the contra cluster. In addition, between the pros and cons clusters, there is a "Bridge" that connects the two.

The pro cluster becomes more dominant because it is influenced by the narratives and discourses built by top influencers. The role of top influencers in social media is very important because it can influence public discourse and narrative (Wang, L., Wang, Z., Wang, X. and Zhao, 2021). Moreover, patron-client culture in Indonesia is a phenomenon that is very easy to find in political performances. So, it is not surprising that the role of top influencers can influence public arguments because each top influencer has its followers (Suswanta, 2021). In connection with the pro Permendikbud cluster 30, there are some of the top influencers that are important to dominate public discourse among others @indiratendi account, @AlissaWahid, @Uki23, @ObiWan_Catnobi, @aswinsuharsono, @ferrykoto, @muchlis_ar, and @RodriChen.
The contra cluster of Permendikbud 30 also has top influencers, the majority of whom are politicians. The existence of each of the top influencers in the two on these sides again prove the strong influence of figures who influence the public. The top influencers are public figures, politicians, artists, and people who are considered to have an influence. These figures will be very easy to find on any social media because they have a large following so that responses to any issue or policy can influence the concentration of public perception (O’Meara, 2019). Influencers who play a role in developing narratives and discourses against publishing Permendikbud 30 include the accounts @cholilnafis, @hnurwahid, @malakmalakmal, @PKSejahtera, @FKSDPRRI, @MardanialiSera, and @Hilmi28.
The interesting thing is that from the existing dichotomy, there are also groups that are considered to have betweenness centrality or as a bridge for the two camps. Accounts such as @muhammadiyah and @PPAisyiyah are in between the two clusters although in reality they also criticize the regulation of Permendikbud 30 and even ask for an immediate revision. However, in the algorithm Twitter, the two accounts are retweeted by the two clusters so that the retweet is considered to represent agreeing to the content of the existing tweet.

Figure 6 (Source: Drone Emprit Publication, 2021)

Clique

The existence of a buzzer in its role on social media has a very high urgency. During a wave of life changes that makes activities between the real world and the virtual world balanced, it affects changing strategies in promoting something. Both in the political, economic, social, and cultural spheres, the existence of a buzzer is very much needed (Arianto, 2021). The term buzzer is very familiar over-focused on the political aspect because it acts as an agent of promotion or campaign (Handini & Dunan, 2021). Such a strategic role makes the position buzzer a new opportunity to criticize and support various political policies. The existence of buzzers on various social media, one of which is Twitter, is a common phenomenon in the process of social media (Juzar & Akbar, 2018). The unique thing related to the issue of Permendikbud 30 is the presence of buzzers from the pro cluster who support and also criticize the arguments given to the supported accounts.
From the existing data visualization, two separate small clusters are slightly connected to the pro cluster. This position is called a clique or buzzer where there is less interaction with natural accounts because it only acts as a supporter so that it affects the level of promotion and has an impact on the concentration of public perception of the interests being supported. The first cluster is Puannessia, which supports and defends Puan Maharani in the DPR session due to being interrupted by politicians from the Prosperous Justice Party (PKS) regarding the discussion of the Permendikbud on sexual violence. The accounts that play an important role in building the Puannesian narrative and discourse include the @NinjaCir3ng, @NayDwiyana, @MrKhepo, etc. accounts. The second is a cluster using the hashtag #DukungPermendikbud30 initiated by several accounts, including here: @YuliEndah3, @GustiMberkahi, @PGekyun, etc.
Hashtags Pros and Cons of Permendikbud 30

The use of hashtags on social media Twitter is a unique and very effective way to introduce something because it has an impact on the formation of echo chambers, making it easy to serve as a frame of action collectively (Ray et al., 2017). The term hashtag is only familiar on social media Twitter when compared to other social media platforms. The use of hashtags is considered capable of changing public concentration because the algorithm Twitter records how massive users are Twitter in using the same hashtags consistently (Wahyudi et al., 2019). Hashtags create an orientation structure that allows users to focus on certain dialogue threads, gain status by following other users' statements in hashtags, and participate through retweets to show solidarity (Setyawan, 2019). Hashtags used by individuals are often associated with social belief systems in which individuals understand the dynamics of relationships between groups. Hashtags allow individuals to build their group ID that is separate from unwanted cultural or political fusion with other collective IDs (Bakry & Kusmayadi, 2021).

The use of this hashtag has a very large influence on the concentration of public perception (Fitriana P et al., 2020). Twitter provides an order of what hashtags are used the most on a given day to make it easier for the public to map an issue. So that if a certain hashtag is clicked it will display all the information related to that hashtag (Bakry, 2020). The processed results from the social network analysis (SNA) show that since the issuance of Permendikbud 30 there have been two types of hashtags that dominate.
The dominant hashtag in the discussion regarding Permendikbud 30 is the hashtag #DukungPermendikbud30 vs #CabutPermendikbudristekNo30. From the existing visualization, the hashtag #DukungPermendikbud30 is still more dominant with 3,613 tweets, while the hashtag #CabutPermendikbudristekNo30 has 3,165 tweets. This mapping is in line with the results of the SNA description which shows that the pro cluster is more dominant than the contra cluster. On the other hand, there are still many hashtags that want to describe the form of support or rejection of the issuance of Permendikbud 30, but the processed data from Drone Emprit Publications only focuses on hashtags that have a more dominant number than other hashtags even though they all mention the same thing.

Processed Drone Emprit Publications also mapped out several categories nudge most widely retweeted. The pro cluster has the most retweeted tweets, including the @indiratendi, @aswinsuharsono, and @AlissaWahid accounts, while the contra account has the most @cholilnafis. In addition, the tweets that were most were retweeted also dominated by pro-Permendikbud 30 accounts and narratives, such as the @Uki23, @ObiWan_Catnobi, @muchlis_ar, @barbieproletar, @RodriChen, @glrhn, @GUSDURians, @ferrykoto accounts. Meanwhile, the cons cluster only consists of @Hilmi28 and @malakmalakmal accounts. The support map is mostly dominated by the pro cluster because it has an influence in building narratives and public discourse that is more dominant than the contra cluster.
The top tweet is the @indiratendi account with 3,311 retweets. The account becomes much interested retweeted for satire pitched in offending party Permendikbud contract nudge 30. The top two, followed by an account @aswinsuharsono with 1,378 retweeted unique narrative that is...
using the allegory of the joke about the coat alma mater to describe his support 30. Likewise, Permendikbud with the account @AlissaWahid with 888 retweeted expressing his concern if Permendikbud 30 is not implemented immediately because many have become victims of this crime. Meanwhile, the account @cholilnafis from the contra with 1,269 retweeted saying that the fatwa of the Indonesian Ulama Council had rejected Permendikbud 30 in particular article 5 paragraph (2) and (3) because it was considered to be revised as a form of responsibility as Muslims.

In addition, most tweets are also dominated by accounts and narratives that are pro against Permendikbud 30. Like the @Uki23 account with 1,088 retweets which shows its support for Permendikbud 30 because it is considered to be able to protect the rights of Indonesian women on campus. Followed by the account @muchlis_ar with 487 retweets which impliedly alluded to the reason for the contra cluster of Permendikbud 30 because it was considered wrong if you wanted the regulation to include the prohibition of sex outside of marriage. For him, the prohibition for sex outside of marriage has been regulated in another law. Several pro accounts have narratives that more or less show their support for Permendikbud 30.

While in clusters cons with your @ Hilmi28 with 59 retweeted more focused on the denial of the existence of this 30 Permendikbud for judging that indirectly justify adultery and is considered to be destructive to the nation. Meanwhile, another account @malakmalakmal with 197 retweets rejected the existence of Permendikbud 30 because it was considered to have been fought through the Constitutional Court to amend the Criminal Code regarding adultery and charged that those who made the PKS Bill were people who used to think that their group was radical. So, for him, these people have their motivations and interests so that there are various...
ways to make sure that this regulation is still implemented. Of course, the topics discussed are the same but the responses given may be different because on social media each individual has the right to convey anything related to his argument. This is confirmed by Valenzuela et al. (2018) who say that activity on Twitter is also a medium for injecting new information such as news, information mobility, and communication patterns as part of social movement behavior.

Figure 13 (Source: Drone Emprit Publication, 2021)

Top Influencers

Efforts to spread and mobilize protests, the presence of protagonists or actors as a starting point for taking action is important and needs more attention. Important actors also influence people who are not the main targets of disseminating news and information and at least know it, because the presence of actors will have a big influence, especially when rallies take place on social media (Zhang & Liang, 2018). This powerful role, as illustrated by the tweets of certain figures, has a great impact on mobilizing the masses so that the existence of these top influencers becomes very dominant in discussions on social media (Cheng et al., 2021). Concerning Permendikbud 30, several dominant influencers dominate the tweet market which is retweeted by various parties. This is illustrated based on processed data from Drone Emprit Publications using social network analysis (SNA).
The most dominant retweeted narratives came from several accounts. Five very influential accounts from Pro Permendikbud 30: @aswinsuharsono, @indiratendi, and @ObiWan_Catnobi. The Cons: @cholilnafis and @hnurwahid. These accounts are included in the top nominations because of the high interaction between these accounts and other users. Moreover, by using #DukungPermendikbud30 as a form of promotion to provide support for Permendikbud 30 in question. The tendency of the presence of actors who act as opinion leaders cannot be separated from cooperation with each other so that the narrative that is built can consistently influence the course of public opinion (Ma, 2020). The decision or the theme of the narrative that is repeated is also influenced by the leader or other actors that interact with each other (Van Zoonen et al., 2021).

The bottom-line visualization of the data above shows that the involvement of multiple accounts in the category of top influencers is not completely disrupt the coordination of the same. Therefore, actions or interactions with social media there because they are influenced by the main perpetrator of such action (Sung & Kim, 2021). In addition to the top five influencers that row, as well as influencing public opinion about culture 30, 30 influencers spread better than cluster pro and cluster counter. However, in the majority of the amount there, the majority of its influencers of cluster pro because, according to the results of processed data Social Network Analysis (SNA) which indicates that the cluster pro is dominant in conversation about Permendikbud 30 which has been analyzed previously. A list of the top 30 influencers, among others:
A difference of opinion in the media is a common thing, especially concerning issues related to public policy (Yeo et al., 2020). Permendikbud 30, in a conversation on social media, brought up the two clusters, namely cluster pro, and cluster counter. The second cluster represents the argument of each reinforced with a particular hashtag. Party pros use the hashtag #DukungPermendikbud30 vs #CabutPermendikbudristekNo30. Each cluster forms a narrative
and discourse if it can influence public opinion. Cluster Pro Permdikbud 30 irritated or angry at those who reject the regulation which, according to their good. Cluster pro considers that acts of sexual violence at the college level have become a disquiet because it happens almost every year. So, the presence of Permdikbud 30 could be the solution so that the actions are similar and do not happen again at the college level. The cluster Counter is angry because it considers the regulations that legalize sex-free and can damage the morale of the nation. The group considered the need for the revision of the regulation. It allows an opportunity for the event of an act of adultery because some of the chapters allow it to be a misperception.

CONCLUSION

The flexibility of social media users to access a variety of information and new knowledge by wisdom is the absence of a tendency or pressure for participants to express their opinions or express their views or ideas in response to their opinion. The debates that are popping up on social media show that the majority of Indonesian people are sensitive to the public policies issued by the government. Based on the results of the analysis of data sourced from the Drone Emprit Publications were processed using methods of Social Network Analysis (SNA) show that the issuance of Permdikbud No. 30 the Year 2021 on the prevention and handling of sexual violence (PPKS) in the college by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Research, and Technology of the Republic of Indonesia (Ministry of education and Culture-Research) poses the debate in public. The debate gave birth to a cluster of pros and cons. The results of the processed data show that from conversations on social media Twitter cluster pro is more dominant than the cluster counter. The debate raises the hashtag between #DukungPermdikbud30 vs #CabutPermdikbudristekNo30 which was also won by a group of Pro Permdikbud 30. The role of top influencers is to be the determinant of the polarization that exists. Of the top 30 influencers, it is still dominated by the influencers of the cluster pro. That means that the majority of netizens on social media Twitter approve and support Permdikbud 30 applied by taking into consideration the various acts of sexual violence that are still rife in universities in Indonesia.
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